The Clip
Here is a little comic for you . abought two faces.
I spent three
years on this and I
still didn’t win.

YaY! I Won!

The Clip

Several birds have bonked themselves on
the window by now over several days.
(above)
Swimming lessons have been going for
a little while now the swimmers are
Edward (above) Regina and Teresa
and Rose go to lap swim.

Regina will be giving away stuff for more
information go to Regina and Teresa.

On Friday papa got some icons.

There have been saveralsqurrels around
trying to get at the feeders. (below)

On Wednesday the birds managed to
empty both the feeders completely.

The breed of the
week is the
Arabian

The Arabian, which is
smaller than the
average
Thoroughbred, is
seldom over fifteen
hands in height. He is
very compact, with a
short back, an arched
neck, and a notably
fine head carried
high. The jowls are
wide and the head
tapers to a fine
muzzle. Seen from the
side, the line of the
nose is slightly
concave. The nostrils
are very full and
flaring, and the eyes
are large and
expressive.
Special thanks to
Isaiah for the help he
gave me.

Regina is hosting a foot race and a bike
race on Monday.

Brother cat has tried
to catch the birds that
bonked themselves
but we drove him off.

Sorry the next issue won’t be this big.

Isaiah and Regina and Teresa and
David and Rose had fun at Dillon Park
at the party there.

Fill in the blanks with these words:
road car fast.

Go to page three for a game.

day it passed a quick _ _ _ later it passed a
_ _ _ _ car . The End.

I am so sorry that I
missed making a
The truck sped down the _ _ _ _ later in the news paper.

Today is the feast day of St. Usula.

The Clip

Tina and Joseph watch the first bird to bonk its self for more go to page
two.
news, news, news, this will cover the missed copy this copy and it has three pages!

